
Finally, it is time to move your dinner parties, Sunday 
lunches and weekend brunches outside. To honour 
our love for easy seasonal transitions, we have 
created a new line of elegant and functional furniture 
designated for your balcony, terrace, or backyard. 
Say hello to Eden, a garden match made in heaven. 

In keeping with our Danish roots, the design is sleek 
and minimalistic with an airy, inviting quality. This 
makes Eden the perfect furniture option for any 
outdoor space you want to share with your family, 
friends or just a quiet moment in the company of 
your thoughts.

The collection is made with as much attention to 
detail as it is to functionality and comfort. All chairs 
are stackable, the tables are foldable, and each piece 
is made with minimal use of powder-coated steel. The 
straight lines of the design create a subtle shadow 
play, adding a decorative touch to the surface of your 
wooden terrace or the surrounding walls of your 
favourite corner.   

Whether you decide on the rich moss green or 
delicate greige version, the Eden garden furniture 
will blend in beautifully with the surroundings.   

The ergonomic shaped chairs and benches make them 
pleasant for dining, relaxing, and reading, and if you 
are partial to a bouncier feel, our new series of seating 
cushions, Franca, will fit perfectly. The striped textiles 
reference the structure of the Eden chairs design, and 
they come in two delightful colours endowed with a 
hint of nostalgia: a beige cotton base with either 
Harvest Gold or Jelly Green.

So please, settle in. Eden is here for the long 
haul - ready to frame your memories for many 
summers ahead.

Broste Copenhagen - Home is where the B is.

EXPLORE THE SS23 COLLECTION IN OUR IMAGE 
BANK: https://brostecph.presscloud.com/
digitalshowroom/#/gallery/SS23-EDEN 
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Sebastian Francis Atkins
PR & Communication Manager
Mail: sfa@brostecph.com 
Phone: +45 9292 1718

Eden has arrived: 
A Garden Match Made in Heaven


